Abstract. In this paper, we have introduce a new class of closed sets in topological spaces called θ -generalized star closed set (briefly θg*-closed set) and study some of its properties. Further we introduce the the concept of θg*-continuous functions, θg*-irresolute functions and contra θg*-continuous functions and study the relationship between other existing functions in topological spaces. Also we investigate the composition of the functions between θg*-continuous functions and between continuous and contra θg*-continuous functions and between θg*-continuous functions and θg*-irresolute functions. Moreover, we introduce the application of 
Introduction
The first step of generalized closed sets introduced by Levine [16] in the year of 1970.
Velicko [34] defined two subclasses of closed sets namely, δ -closed sets and θ -closed sets in 1968. Levine [16] , Mashhour et.al. [21] and Njastad [23] introduced semi-open sets, pre-open sets, α -sets and β -sets respectively. Dontchev, Gnanambal [12] and Palaniappan and Rao [25] are introduced a sets namely gsp -closed sets, gpr -closed sets and rg -closed sets respectively. Veerakumar [33] introduced a new class of sets called * g -closed sets, which is properly placed in between the class of closed sets and the class of g -closed sets. Arya and Nour [1] are define a set namely, gs -closed sets in 1990.
Dontchev and Ganster were introduced semi-generalized closed sets, generalized semiclosed sets, α -generalized closed sets, generalized α -closed sets and respectively. Dontchev and Maki [8] are introduced θ -generalized closed sets in topological spaces. Sarasak and Rajesh [26] introduced by π -generalized semi-pre closed sets. Park [24] introduced gp π -closed sets in topological spaces. Dontchev, Noiri [7] , Quasi Normal spaces and g π -closed sets are introduced. Aslin, Caksu Guler and Noiri [3] introduced gs π -closed sets in topological spaces.
Balachandran, Sundaram and Maki were introduced generalized continuous functions [4] in the year of 1991. Dontchev [9] introduce a contra continuous functions in 1996. Dontchev and Maki are introduced g θ -continuous functions [8] in the year of 1999. Fomin [11] introduced θ -continuous functions in 1943. Veerakumar [30] introduce a new class of sets called * g -continuous functions in topological spaces.
In this paper, we introduce the new class of sets namely, * g θ -closed sets in topological spaces and study some basic properties. Also, we study the application of 
Preliminaries
We recall the following definitions, which are the useful in the sequel. • a pre-closed set [21] if
• a α -closed set [18] if
• a semi-pre closed [2] 
• a π -closed set [35] if A is the union of regular closed sets.
• a θ -closed set [34] 
• a generalized semi closed [33] 
• a generalized α -closed [20] (briefly α
• a α generalized closed [18] (briefly g
• a regular generalized closed [25] • a generalized star closed [33] (briefly
• a generalized star semi closed [30] • a π -generalized closed [7] (briefly g
• a π -generalized pre-closed [24] 
• a weakly-closed [28] 
• a semi weakly generalized-closed [22] 
• a ψ -closed [31] (briefly ψ -closed) if
• π -continuous [24] 
In this chapter, we introduce and study the notion of * g θ -closed sets in topological spaces and obtain some of its basic properties. 
Theorem 3.2. Every r -closed set is
* g θ -closed but not conversely. Proof: Suppose that A be a r -closed set in X . Let U be a g -open set such that U A ⊆ . Since A is r -closed, then we have U A A rcl ⊆ = ) ( . But, U A rcl A cl ⊆ ⊆ ) ( ) ( θ . Therefore U A cl ⊆ ) ( θ . Hence A is a * g θ -closed set. Example 3.3. Let } , , { = c b a X , }} , { }, , { }, { }, { , , { = c b b a b a X φ τ , r -closed= }} , { }, , { , , { c a c b X φ and * g θ -closed set= }} , { }, , { }, { }, { , , { c b c a c a X φ . Let } { = a A . Then the subset A is * g θ -closed but not a r -closed set. Example 3.4. Let } , , { = c b a X , }} , { }, { , , { = b a b X φ τ , * g θ -closed= }} , { }, , { }, { , , { c a c b c X φ , rg -closed, g π -closed, α πg -closed, gp π -closed, gs π -closed, β πg -closed, β rg -closed}} , { }, , { }, , { }, { }, { }, { , , { c a c b b a c b a X φ . Let } { = a A . Then the subset A is rg -closed, g π -closed, α πg -closed, gp π -closed, gs π -closed, β πg -closed, β rg -closed, gpr -closed, gr α -closed but not * g θ -closed. Example 3.5. Let } , , { = c b a X , }} { , , { = a X φ τ , * g θ -closed= }} , { , , { c b X φ , gp and gs -closed= }} , { }, , { }, , { }, { }, { , , { c a c b b a c b X φ . Let } , { = b a A .
Properties of θ -generalized star closed sets
In this section, we discuss the properties of θ -generalized star closed sets. Proof: Let A be a θ generalized-closed set and let F be • a T space but not conversely.
T space. 
Example 6.5. 
, the following hold.
[a] Every contra r-continuous function is contra
[b] Every contra * g θ -continuous function is contra rg-continuous (contra gpr-continuous, contra gs-continuous, contra gp-continuous, contra π g-continuous, contra π gs-continuous, contra π g β -continuous). 
